SOLUTION SHEET

Rapid Response Virtual Agent

Solve hold time issues in times of crisis by transitioning callers to self-service

Any crisis triggers extended hold times due to callers with commonly asked questions or callers who
should be screened with qualifying questions to designate an escalation path, if any. A Rapid Response
Virtual Agent is a key component to any Business Continuity Plan (BCP) by intercepting callers with a
seamless channel switching experience to deflect calls that do not need human assistance by answering
common questions and/or screening callers for escalation.
Step 1

Virtual Agents As a Service

Virtual Agent intercepts
callers with crisisspecific greeting

Since typical development cycles for voice self-service
applications can be extended due to building grammars and
training models, this channel-switching approach was devised for
times of crisis when a robust solution needs to be in-production
without delay.
The virtual agent intercepts callers with a custom greeting and
offers a text link to an Answer Center that can answer their
questions immediately instead of waiting on hold. In addition,
callers can be screened with a few qualifying questions to filter
those who need human assistance.
Rapid deployments can be made via PTSN while a longer-term
approach might choose SIP. Merely customize your greeting and
FAQ template (or decision tree conversation flow), and deploy
within days. The Rapid Response Virtual Agent is delivered with a
nominal one-time setup fee and predictable per-min usage pricing
model base on usage.
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Caller accepts SMS, clicks
link, and interacts with an
intuitive chatbot
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Virtual Agent offers a
text link that will resolve
any crisis-related
question immediately
instead of waiting on
hold.
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Thank you for call Diego Healthcare, we are
experiencing a high call volume due to
COVID-19 inquiries, so hold �me may be
longer than usual. If you are calling with
ques�ons about COVID-19, I can text you a
link to our COVID-19 Answer Center to get
you help immediately. Would you like to
take advantage of this feature?

Hello from Diego Healthcare! I’ve put
together a helpful guide about health
and safety related to the COVID-19
pandemic: h�ps://bit.ly/2u9pX2

Yes.
I see you’re calling from phone number
ending 1234, would you like me to text the
link to this number?
Yes.
Great! You should receive the text
momentarily. Please follow the instruc�ons
in COVID-19 Answer Center. If you s�ll have
ques�ons a�er using the Answer Center,
please call back, and one of our agents will
assist you. Goodbye.
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Welcome to the Diego Healthcare
COVID-19 answer center. Please select a
ques�on for more informa�on or type
your ques�on below.
How can I protect
myself?

What are the
symptoms?

How is COVID-19
treated?

I have another
ques�on.

smartaction.ai

I’m your guide to step you through a
COVID-19 risk assessment. Are you
experiencing any of these symptoms?
Shortness of Breath

Sore Throat

Painful Cough

Fever

Are you experiencing pain when you
cough or any shortness of breath?
Yes

No

Have you traveled anywhere in the last
30-days?
Domes�cally within US
Type your message here

Send

Interna�onally to Asia

Interna�onally to Europe

Reach out to info@smartaction.com to request a live demo and find out how quickly
your Rapid Response Virtual Agent can be customized and deployed.
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